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DP260

Keybed

The entry-level model of Medeli has got all functions for the
novice & more experienced pianist. With 16 great quality voices
this piano gives you everything you need. Don’t be misled by
the minimalistic design because all functions are hidden under
the keys!

The in-house developed keybed K6 is the standard in Medeli’s digital pianos and even gives
the skilled pianist a realistic experience. The K6S keybed offers an even more convincing
piano feel. The graded hammer action keybed offers a heavier touch on the bass notes and
a softer touch on the treble notes. The pianos with a ‘K’ in the model name are equipped
with a K8 keyboard. This extremely realistic keybed captures every nuance. The keys are
made with a nice ebony and ivory feel.

DP280K
The “K” stands for a professional keybed. Just like the DP260
this piano has few bells and whistles. Every voice and function
can be easily accessed with the [Function] button and the piano
keys. This elegant piece is a must-have for music lovers!

DP330
Do you prefer the big variety of voices on a keyboard, but also
want 88 keys with hammer action? Then the DP330 is the
right choice for you! Due to the many rhythms and sounds,
easy interface and much more, the DP330 is a super versatile
instrument!

		

K6

K6S

K8

Hammer action			
Graded keybed			
Escapement structure (hammer ‘clicks’ when you play softly)			
Ivory & Ebony texture			
2 sensors		
3 sensors			

Twinova

DP460K
The control panel is easy to use. Behind the music stand you’ll
find all the options you’ll need to connect your phone or
computer. The keyboard is very sensitive so you’ll hear every
nuance. Furthermore the DP460K is equipped with refined
piano accompaniments.

DP650K
The biggest upright piano in the Medeli range comes with a K8
keybed. Due to its strong speakers, you’ll really feel the bass. All
connections are easy to acces on the front panel. Playing this
piano is a real experience!

What is more fun than making music together? With the Twinova function on the Medeli
pianos you can split the keyboard into two mini pianos. The left pedal will change to a
second sustain pedal for the left half of the piano. Twinova is a great feature for playing
quatre-mains or for educational purposes.

A5 Chip
The DP460K and DP650K are equipped with the Medeli A5 chip. This chip has got 11
cores and therefore handles difficult algorithms with ease. Think about effects, multiple
instruments, filters, vocal effects and so much more!

Colors
The pianos are available in the following colors:

GRAND510
This eye-catcher combines power and beauty. You can even use
this piano as a bluetooth speaker. The powerful omni-directional
speakers create a realistic grand piano experience. The operation
is well arranged, so you can quickly browse through all sounds.

black

rosewood

white satin

